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Abstract
Flexoelectricity is the polar response of an insulator to strain gradients such as bending. While the
size dependence makes it weak in bulk systems in comparison to piezoelectricity, it can play a
bigger role in nanoscale systems such as thin films and nanotubes (NTs). In this paper we
demonstrate using first-principles calculations that the walls of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
transition metal dichalcogenide nanotubes (TMD NTs) are polarized in the radial direction, the
strength of the polarization increasing as the size of the NT decreases. This is reminiscent of a
flexoelectric response in bulk insulators, the strain gradient being achieved by bending the 2D
monolayers into NTs. For CNTs and TMD NTs with chiral indices (n, m), the radial polarization of
the walls PR diverges below C(n, m)/a =
√
n2 + nm + m2 ∼ 10, where C(n, m) is the
circumference and a is the monolayer lattice constant. For CNTs, PR drops to zero above this value
but for TMD NTs there is a non-zero polarization, which is ionic rather than electronic. The size
dependence of PR in the TMD NTs is interesting: it increases gradually and reaches a maximum of
PR ∼ 100 C cm−2 at C(n, m)/a ∼ 15, then decreases until C(n, m)/a ∼ 10 where it starts to
diverge. Measurements of the radial strain on the bonds with respect to the monolayers shows that
this polarization is the result of a larger strain on the outer bonds than the inner bonds, but did not
explain the peculiar size dependence. These results suggest that while the walls of smaller CNTs and
TMD NTs are polarized, the walls of larger TMD NTs are also polarized due to a difference in strain
on the inner and outer bonds.
1. Introduction
The polar response to an inhomogeneous strain, known as flexoelectricity, is a property of all insulators and
was predicted in the late 1950s [1, 2], with theoretical descriptions following shortly afterwards [3–6]. The
components of the polar response P to the gradient of a strain σ are
Pi = μijkl∂lσjk, (1)





is the flexoelectric tensor. Unlike piezoelectricity, the polar response to an homogeneous strain, flexoelectricity
can be observed in materials that are centrosymmetric, because a strain gradient will always locally break one
or more inversion symmetries. Understanding the electromechanical properties of solids such as piezoelectric
and flexoelectric responses is essential for their practical application in technology.
Flexoelectricity is not as widely-known or applied as piezoelectricity, likely for two reasons. Firstly, it is
a more complex phenomenon than piezoelectricity. Significant progress on the development of theoretical
descriptions of flexoelectricity has been made in the last few decades, however [7–15]. Significant progress
has also been made on first-principles descriptions of flexoelectricity, including density functional theory
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[16] (DFT), effective modelling [17], and, perhaps most successfully, density functional perturbation the-
ory [11–15] (DFPT) approaches. Some aspects were not well understood, such as the distinction between
surface and bulk effects [8, 18]. The components of the flexoelectric tensor, i.e. the flexoelectric coefficients,
are also difficult to calculate, and consistent results remained elusive [7, 16, 19] until recently [14, 15, 18].
The second reason is that flexoelectricity is a size dependent effect, which scales as e/a, where e is the elec-
tron charge and a is the system size [5, 6, 20–22]. In bulk-like systems it is negligible in comparison to
piezoelectricity.
While the second reason seems to suggest that it is not a very useful effect, it actually implies that flex-
oelectricity would be most prominent and have the greatest potential for applications in nanoscale systems,
such as thin films and 2D materials [19, 23–27]; it has been suggested that flexoelectricity could be utilized in
electromechanical devices [28], as well as for energy and information technology [29–31]. It has also been
found that flexoelectricity plays a role in the bending and vibration of piezoelectric nanobeams [32, 33].
In addition to solid devices, flexoelectricity in liquid and biological systems is an active field of research, and
plays a significant role in liquid crystals and biological membranes, for example [34–39]. There are already
many excellent reviews in the literature, both general [40–44] and more focused ones on 2D and biological
systems [34, 35, 45–48].
While flexoelectricity is a property of all insulators, calculations are typically restricted to cubic crystals
such as strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO), since the number of independent flexoelectric coefficients reduces
to 3. This is unfortunate, because flexoelectricity has the most potential in low-dimensional systems, not bulk.
Flexoelectric effects have been studied and observed in graphene and graphene based nanostructures [49–54],
as well as in transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) monolayers [55–58], however.
The effects of flexoelectricity in 1D structures i.e. nanotubes (NTs) is not as well known, however. In addi-
tion to carbon nanotubes (CNTs), it is also possible to fabricate transition metal dichalcogenide nanotubes
(TMD NTs) from monolayers such as WS2 [59], MoS2 [60], etc. Although not as widely studied and used as
CNTs, structural and electronic properties of TMD NTs have been investigated using first-principles calcula-
tions [61–64]. However, to our knowledge, the role of flexoelectricity in TMD NTs has not been investigated.
The effect of flexoelectricity on electronic and optical properties of single- and double-wall CNTs has been
investigated very recently, however [65].
If an NT is formed by rolling a 2D layer of finite thickness, there would be a difference in strain between the
inside and outside of the wall. Hence we would expect the wall of the NT to have a finite polarization around
the wall in the radial direction in response to this difference in strain. We would naturally expect this effect to
occur in TMD NTs since the walls are three atoms thick. In fact, we would still expect this to occur in CNTs,
but it would be a purely electronic effect in this case.
The aim of this paper is to illustrate, using first-principles DFT calculations, that the walls of both CNTs
and TMD NTs in general have a radial polarization. It is difficult to measure polarization of low-dimensional
structures using DFT calculations, since the Berry phase method cannot be applied. We adopt the approach
of using the macroscopic potentials [66–68], which has been successful in studying the polarization of thin
films and interfaces. Normally, the electrostatic potential is obtained in the direction normal to the thin film
of interface. After smoothing the rapid oscillations caused by the ions, the polarization can be estimated by
measuring the electric field or voltage drop across the thin film or interface. Since the number of atoms in
the walls of these NTs is small (3), it is not possible to smooth out the oscillations, nor is it possible to define
the exact width of the wall. However, a potential drop between the inside and the outside of the wall would
indicate that there is a finite electric field in the wall, and hence a polarization.
2. Results
First-principles DFT calculations were performed using the SIESTA code [69] using PSML [70, 71] norm-
conserving [72] pseudopotentials, obtained from pseudo-dojo [73]. SIESTA employs a basis set of numerical
atomic orbitals (NAOs) [69, 74], and double-ζ polarized (DZP) orbitals were used for all calculations. The
basis sets were optimised by hand, following the methodology in reference [75]. Calculations were performed
using both Perdew–Wang (PW92) [76] and Perdew–Burke–Edwards (PBE) [77] functionals, within the local
density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA), respectively. A mesh cutoff of
800 Ry was used for the real space grid in all calculations. A Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid [78] of 12 × 12 × 1
was used for the 2D monolayers and a grid of 1 × 1 × 12 was used for the NTs.
Calculations were first performed for graphene, and the TMDs MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2 to be used
as a reference geometry for the NTs. A dipole correction [79–82] was used in the vacuum region to prevent
long-range interactions between periodic images [83]. To perform the geometry relaxations, the size of the in-
plane lattice vectors a was relaxed while preserving the angle between them and the in-plane atomic positions.
For the TMDs, the out-of-plane atomic coordinates were also relaxed in order to obtained the height h of the
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Table 1. Lattice constants a and heights h of the 2D monolayers using both LDA and PBE functionals.
LDA PBE
Material a (Å) h (Å) a (Å) h (Å)
Graphene 2.468 — 2.475 —
MoS2 3.141 3.137 3.207 3.155
MoSe2 3.282 3.367 3.356 3.393
WS2 3.151 3.140 3.217 3.163
WSe2 3.286 3.377 3.358 3.407
monolayers. The results were found to be in agreement to similar calculations in the literature [84] and are
summarised in table 1.
NT structures were generated from the relaxed monolayers using the c2x utility [85]. The atomic coor-
dinates in the plane of the circumference of the NTs, and the c lattice vector were relaxed, but the atomic
coordinates along the c lattice vector were fixed.
A number of quantities obtained from the DFT calculations can be used to measure strain effects and






where Etot is the total energy of the NT, E2D is the energy of the monolayer, ntot is the number of atoms in the
NT and ncells =
ntot
n2D
is the number of unit cells of the monolayer required to form the NT. It is well known that
Estrain ∼ R−2 in general, where R is the radius of the NT.
The electrostatic potentials and densities obtained from SIESTA, both with (total) and without (Hartree)












where r is the distance from the center of the NT. Examples of these potentials are plotted in figure 1 for a (4, 0)
CNT and a (4, 4) MoS2 NT. The internal electric field in the wall, and hence the polarization, is proportional
to the potential drop ΔVR across the wall:
ΔVR = VR(L/2) − VR(0), (5)
where L × L is the size of the unit cell in the plane of the circumference of the NT. Measuring the radius of the







n2 + nm + m2, (6)
is normally used, where (n, m) are the chiral indices, C(n, m) is the circumference and a is the length of the in-
plane lattice vectors of graphene (see table 1). This is exactly the same as the radius obtained from the relaxed
geometry obtained from DFT calculations, except when the radius is very small. The radii are also sensitive to
DFT parameters such as the exchange–correlation functional, for example.
For TMD NTs, there are three atoms in the wall, and hence three radii: RS,inner, RMo and RS,outer. Equation (6)
does not correspond to any of them. In order to estimate the polarization of the walls of the TMD NTs we also
require the thickness of the wall. As with the monolayers, we will take this to be the distance between the
chalcogen atoms, RS,outer − RS,inner, however as we can see from the density plots in figure 1 the wall extends
slightly beyond the chalcogen atoms and hence this is will a lower bound on the thickness of the wall. In
order to avoid confusion and for consistency across different NTs and exchange–correlation functionals we
use C(n, m)/a =
√
n2 + nm + m2 as a measure of the size of the NTs, as it only depends on the chiral indices.
We can estimate the polarization across the walls of the TMD NTs using
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Figure 1. Radial electrostatic densities (top) and potentials (bottom) for a (4, 0) CNT (left) and a (4, 4) MoS2 NT (right). The
red lines show the Hartree density and potential, which does not include exchange–correlation contributions and the blue lines
show the total density and potential, which does. The solid lines show results obtained using the LDA functional and the dashed
lines show results obtained using the PBE functional. The horizontal dashed black line indicates the value of the density and
potential on the outside of the NT. The insets in the bottom plots show a close up of the potentials close to the center of the
NT.
where ER is the electric field across the wall. However this will be an upper bound for the reasons stated above.






ΔRin = |RS,inner − RMo|
ΔRout = |RS,outer − RMo|
, (9)
and h is the height of the monolayers, as in table 1.
2.1. Carbon nanotubes
Geometries of zigzag (n, 0) CNTs were created from the graphene monolayers using c2x. The chiral index
n ranged from 6–20. Geometry relaxations were performed using both LDA and PBE functionals, until the
forces on all atoms were less than 1 meV Å−1. The electrostatic potentials and densities were then converted
into radial potentials and densities using c2x. The strain energy per atom and the potential drop are plotted as
a function of C(n, m)/a for both functionals in figure 2. We can see that the strain energy per atom is inversely
proportional to size of the NTs, as expected.
The results for the potential drop are more interesting, however. The potential drop is zero until
C(n, m)/a ∼ 10, below which it begins to diverge. By plotting the drop for both Hartree and total poten-
tials, we can see that this effect mainly comes from the exchange–correlation part of the potential. Both LDA
and PBE results are in good agreement, except for the total potential in the PBE calculations, which was also
found in a previous study of CNTs [86]. For the PBE calculations, we found some unusual behaviour of the
electrostatic potential at the center of the smaller NTs, which can be seen in the insets of figure 1. The radial
potentials exhibited strange kinks or spikes at the center of the NTs, where they should be flat. This was not
observed in the LDA calculations however.
One caveat with these results is zigzag CNTs with chiral indices (3n, 0) should metallic (as should all arm-
chair CNTs). This did not have an effect on the potential drop across the walls, but making any conclusions
about them being polarized would not be sensible. This is not a problem for the TMD NTs however, as they
are all semiconducting.
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Figure 2. Strain energy per atom (top) and potential drop (bottom) as a function of C(n, m)/a for the zigzag CNTs. The red lines
show the Hartree density and potential, which does not include exchange–correlation contributions and the blue lines show the
total density and potential, which does. The solid lines show results obtained using the LDA functional and the dashed lines show
results obtained using the PBE functional.
Figure 3. Potential drops for the TMD NTs as a function of C(n, m)/a, obtained from the LDA calculations. The potential drop
for the CNTs is also plotted in black for comparison.
2.2. TMD nanotubes
Similar calculations were performed for MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2 NTs, both zigzag (n, 0) and armchair
(n, n) with chiral indices n ranging from 6–20 and 4–20, respectively. The strain energy per atom was found
to have similar size dependence as the CNTs in all cases. The potential drops for the TMD NTs are shown in
figure 3.
The potential drops of the TMD NTs also diverged below C(n, m)/a ∼ 10, as in the case of the CNTs. With
the TMD NTs however, the potential is non-zero above this value. The potential drop increases gradually as
C(n, m)/a decreases. There is a maximum at C(n, m)/a ∼ 15, below which it starts to decrease, before eventu-
ally diverging at C(n, m)/a ∼ 10. This behaviour is not observed in the CNTs, and thus we can conclude that
it arises from a difference in strain on the bonds in the walls of the TMD NTs. We can use equation (7) to esti-
mate the polarization across the wall from the potential drops in figure 3. In figure 4 we plot the polarization
in the walls, PR, of the TMD NTs. First we note that, even before the potential drop diverges, the polarization
across the walls is of the order of 100 C cm−2, which is not insignificant. The maximum at C(n, m)/a ∼ 15 is
interesting and unexpected behaviour. Typically we expect strain effects to decrease monotonically with NT
size, such as the strain energy per atom in figure 2.
In figure 5 we plot the radial strain on the inner and outer bonds, obtained using equation (8), for the MoS2
NTs. From this we can see that the strain on the bonds increases monotonically as C(n, m)/a decreases, which
does not explain the maximum of the polarization. It does however illustrate that the polarization is a result of
an inhomogeneous compression of the inner and outer bonds, the compression of the outer bond being much
larger.
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Figure 4. Estimation of the radial polarization PR in the walls of the TMD NTs as a function of C(n, m)/a, obtained from the
LDA calculations using equation (7).
Figure 5. Radial strain on the inner and outer bounds as a function of C(n, m)/a for the MoS2 NTs, obtained using the LDA
calculations.
3. Discussions and conclusions
In this paper we used first-principles DFT calculations to illustrate that radial polarization can be found in all
NTs, even when the walls are an only single atom thick. We saw that the electronic polarization diverges in CNTs
below C(n, m)/a ∼ 10 by calculating the drop in the electrostatic potential across the walls of the NTs. A similar
effect was observed in TMD NTs, however they displayed a finite polarization even when C(n, m)/a > 10.
We found that polarization of the TMD NTs reaches a maximum around C(n, m)/a ∼ 15 and decreases below
before eventually diverging like the polarization of the CNTs. This behaviour was observed in all TMD NTs
and is interesting and unexpected, but we are not sure what it is caused by. Plots of the radial strain on the
bonds in the TMD NTs did not reveal an explanation for this maximum, but did reveal that the polarization
in the walls is mainly caused by a larger compression on the outer bonds than the inner bonds.
This paper does not provide a theory of flexoelectricity in NTs, but it does show that the flexoelectric
response of the walls of NTs is interesting. In fact, it is even debatable whether or not the polarization observed
here should be called flexoelectric polarization. Typically one thinks of flexoelectric polarization as the response
to an applied strain gradient such as bending, whereas the strain gradient here is intrinsic to the geometry of the
NTs, and there is no reference state for a given NT with zero strain gradient. One could think of the parameter
that controls the strain as the inverse radius, 1/R, such that the reference state is a flat 2D monolayer with
PR = 0, obtained when R →∞, i.e. when 1/R → 0. Thus, the polarization is not a parameter that is directly
tunable in experiment, but rather is fixed for a given nanotube.
In any case, the behaviour of the polarization of the walls with the size of the NTs is unexpected. The total
dipole moment of the NTs is still zero, but the local polarization is non-zero. Because of this, there will be no
induced dipole-dipole interactions between NTs, which is known from theory and other first-principles cal-
culations. However, in situations where local polarization can have an effect, such as the interactions between
NTs and liquids, this may be significant. It has already been seen that liquid crystals can have their flexoelectric
coefficients enhanced via doping with CNTs [87]. Thus, this polarization could have a large influence on the
behaviour water and other liquids or biomolecules inside or in the vicinity of NTs. Knowledge of this effect
and its influence on liquids and biomaterials could lead to advances in technology on the nanoscale, such as
nanofiltration or screening of impurities in liquids, for example [88, 89].
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